We develop an artificial neural network (ANN) approach to classify simulated signals corresponding to the semi-classical description of Bloch oscillations in pristine graphene. After the ANN is properly trained, we consider the inverse problem of Bloch oscillations (BO), namely, a new signal is classified according to the external electric field strength oriented along either the zig-zag or arm-chair edges of the graphene membrane, with a correct classification that ranges from 82.6% to 99.3% depending on the accuracy of the predicted electric field. This approach can be improved depending on the time spent in training the network and the computational power available. Findings in this work can be straightforwardly extended to a variety of Dirac-Weyl materials.
Introduction
Even though the band structure of graphene has been known for 70 years from the seminal work of Wallace [1] , it was soon after the first isolation of its membranes [2, 3, 4] that material science has underwent a continuum revolution toward the era of two-dimensional Dirac-Weyl materials [5] . Novel properties of the collective excitations of these materials, namely, ultrarelativistic fermions, allow to establish direct connection with fundamental physics in particle physics colliders. Nevertheless, some traditional solid state effects are still of relevance to explore in graphene-like materials, such as the phenomenon of Bloch oscillations (BO) [6, 7] . Although BO are not observed in real solids, they represent a favorite example of the influence of a periodic array (and an external force field) in the quantum motion of charge carriers. Actual BO are directly observed under a variety of experimental conditions in high-purity semiconductor superlattices [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17] as well as other systems with similar properties to bulk crystals, including atomic systems [18, 19] , dielectric [20, 21, 22] , plasmonic waveguide arrays [23] and bilayer graphene superlattices [24, 25] . Therefore, there is an obvious relevance in the study of such systems that goes beyond solids. The inverse problem of BO has already been addressed by our group for crystal structures in one and two dimensions, categorizing simulated signals of BO via an Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) approach [26, 27] . These works give confidence enough to implement ANNs in more complex systems such as the one reviewed here, namely a Dirac-Weyl material.
Bloch oscillation in Graphene: Semiclassical approach
The crystal structure of graphene (and other Dirac-Weyl materials) consists of a oneatom thick array of carbon atoms (or other) tightly packed in a honeycomb lattice as shown in Fig. 1 . In real space, the hexagonal array is better described in terms of two triangular sublattice with primitive vectors
whereê x,y are unit vectors along of the graphene membrane in the plane, with an interatomic distance a ≃ 1.42Å. Each atom of a given sublattice is connected to its nearest neighbors, which in turn belong to other sublattices, through the vectors
Correspondingly, the tight-binding Hamiltonian is of the form
where k = (k x , k y ) is the electron crystal momentum vector, τ the hopping parameter and
Therefore, the energy-momentum dispersion relation is ǫ(k) = ±τ |ε(k)|, which can be written conveniently as
As explained below, many features of Bloch oscillations (BO) in graphene and other Dirac-Weyl semi-metals with an underlying hexagonal lattice, such as the one shown in Fig. 1 , can be derived from this dispersion relation.
Within a semiclassical framework, we start considering a static and uniform electric field E = E xêx + E yêy oriented along the graphene plane. BO are described according to the equations of motion
where e is the quasiparticle charge, r = (x, y) its position vector, ǫ(k) is the honeycomb dispersion relation described by Eq. (5) and we assume = 1. Combining Eqs. (5) and (7), we directly obtain the semiclassical velocities along each direction
Furthermore, integrating Eq. (6) we have
where k x,y (0) are the components of the initial wave vector, i.e., k 0 = (k x (0), k y (0)). In our discussion, we set k 0 considering three different scenarios with the intention of comparing with results shown in [28] :
I. The electric field E = E yêy and k 0 = (0, (π/6)(2/ √ 3a)).
II. The electric field E = E xêx and k 0 = (0, (π/4)(2/ √ 3a)). 3 III. The electric field E = E xêx + E yêy and k 0 = 0.
In either case, inserting k x,y (t) from Eq. (9) into the semi-classical velocities (8), and integrating with respect to time, we obtain the trajectories for BO in graphene. These trajectories are no longer expressed in a closed form, and the integrals involved have to be solved numerically. Similar expressions were discussed in [28] , though the typographical errors of that work were corrected in our work (see Figures 2 and 3 ). We generate curves corresponding to the semi-classical velocities to setup the ANN as we discussed below.
Signals creation and feature processing
Using Eq. (8), we have simulated BO varying the electric field applied into the crystal structure, considering = e = 1 and τ = a = 1/2. Therefore, the result is a time series for both electron velocities (v x and v y ). The signals time lapse depends on the frequency of them, since for higher frequencies, a larger sampling is required to describe the BO signals appropriately, in terms of precision and available computational resources, as we have already analyzed in [27] . With this in mind, both time series (v x and v y ), have been discretized into 100 values each, that work as the input data for the ANN. This means, that in general, an input vector has 200 elements described by:
On each scenario, the ANN has been trained with a supervised learning algorithm, which means that we need to specify the corresponding targets, i.e, the electric field employed to create the signals. Similarly to the work done in [27] , the ANN works as a classifier. This 4 means that the outputs of the ANN are associated with classes, defining different ranges of the electric field used to generate the BO signal. In other words, each input data is a pattern to be categorized within an electric field range, which belongs to an specific class. Next, the electric field ranges of these classes are specified for each case of study.
Once the input data and targets for each signal have been specified, the ANN is trained using this information. The training and validation patterns set were selected randomly from the whole set of signals, where the number of signals in each set depends on the case of study, as specified on Table 1 . Additionally, we evaluate the performance of the ANN using a test set with the same number of signals as the validation set, in which the patterns were built using random values of the electric field withing the predefined classes. Given that the structure of the ANN depends on the case, we discuss each scenario separately. Table 1 : Number of patterns in each set and the parameters used in the ANN for each case of study.
ANN considerations and targets definition
We have used a feedforward ANN trained with an offline supervised backpropagation algorithm [29] . The algorithm minimizes a mean square error (MSE) function using a gradient descendent technique. At the beginning of the learning process, the weights are initialized randomly between [-1,1] and is selected the number of iterations for the learning taking into account that if the validation error increases, the learning ends. The validation error is obtained also using the MSE function but calculated over the patterns in the validation set.
Case I.
As referred on Table 1 , in this case 500 simulations were created with the purpose of training the ANN and validate its learning. These signals were generated varying the values of E y from the value
to a maximum value of
with steps ∆E y of ∆E y = π/(2 √ 3 * 500).
Given that the value of E x is equal to 0, all the time series regarding to v x are the same for the simulations in this scenario. However, we have choose to include them as input for the ANN, in terms of the general case (III). An example of a BO signal for this case is shown in Figure 4 .
With this considerations, we construct an ANN with a single output associated with different value ranges of E y , by splitting the total of signals in subgroups or classes. For this case, we have considered 100 different classes for E y . Given that we have generated 500 signal examples each class has five signals, in terms of the training and validation sets. In a mathematical representation, each class represents a range of values for E y as
with Cl m index the class number. For example, the first five values of E y correspond to the class Cl 1 , with the center value
with an intrinsic error of ±5∆E y /2. This error is equivalent to ±0.05%, respect to the total length of the interval [E y min , E ymax ]. Like the possible values of the sigmoid function are in the open interval (0,1), it is required to select one hundred values, one for each class in this interval. Hence, if E y correspond to the m class, its corresponding target is
In the example considered before with m = 1, the targets associated to the first five values of E y are T = 1/200. Once the training is completed, we proceeded to create a test set with the same amount of patterns as the validation set, considering random values for E y between [−π/(4
It is specified that a pattern is classified correctly if the output O satisfies the condition
The performance of the network is measured depending on the number of patterns that are classified correctly. Figure 5 : Sample of the velocities of the oscillating electrons generated using the considerations for the case II. The points show the values used as inputs for the ANN. Left: velocity v x (t) for E x = E xmin . Right: velocity v y (t) for E y = 0.
Case II.
The signal analysis is analogous to the previous case, but now E y = 0, and E x is defined within the interval from
in steps of
A sample of a v x and v y time series for this case is shown in Figure 5 . The definition of classes and targets are the same as in case I, according to Eqs. (14) - (17).
Case III.
This is the more general scenario, where both components of the electric field were generated in steps of ∆E x = ∆E y = π/(2 √ 3 * 50) (21) within the interval
8 Figure 6 : Sample of the velocities of the oscillating electrons generated using the considerations for the case III. The points show the values used as inputs for the ANN. Left: velocity v x (t) for
With these equations, 2500 BO signals were generated, defining 50 different values for each component of the electric field. In this case the network has 20 neurons in the hidden layer and two output neurons. The two outputs are related to each component of the electric field: the first one is related to E x and the second to E y . The procedure to extract the data from the created signals is the same as in the two first cases (see Figure 6 ). We identify a range of values for the electric field with a class, having 10 classes for each component of the electric field
with m 1 and m 2 the classes associated to E x and E y respectively. In this case the error associated to each component of the predicted electric field is of ±5%. Therefore, the proposed targets are defined by
where m 1 and m 2 , correspond to E x and E y respectively. Finally for each pattern, it is specified that the outputs are classified correctly by the ANN if the condition
is satisfied for 1 ≤ κ ≤ 2. Below are the results of the training for each of the cases.
Results
As stated in Eq. (10), in all three cases the ANN consists of an input layer with 200 neurons, and an output layer as defined on each of the cases. However, the number of hidden neurons was chosen based on an ANN configuration that lead to the best performance in the ANN, this is, the ANN with the minimum error in the validation set during the learning phase. All the neurons in the hidden and output layer have a sigmoid activation function. The selection of the best ANN was made by varying the number of neurons from five to fifty in steps of five. Likewise, the learning rate was chosen by exploring values within the range [10 −3 , 10 −2 ] in steps of 10 −3 . The ANN specifications regarding each case of study are specified also in Table 1 . The performance of the best ANN for each case is reported in the Table 2 with the percentage of patterns classified correctly (PPCC) from its corresponding set.
Training set Validation set
Test set Case I Output In case I, the best ANN structure was obtained with 25 hidden neurons. With this ANN, an 94% and 71.3% of the patterns were classified correctly from the training and validation set after 50000 iterations with a learning constant γ = 1 × 10 −2 . Meanwhile, in the test the ANN achieved a PPCC = 84.6%. In the second scenario, the selected ANN with 45 hidden neurons, achieved an 97.7% and 56% of PPCC for the training and validations sets respectively. In the prediction set, the ANN diminished its performance a 2% respect to case I. Finally for case III, after the selection process with 10000 iterations in the training phase with learning rate γ = 5 × 10 −3 , the ANN with the best performance was the one with 20 hidden neurons. Taking into account Eqs. (23) and (24), the ANN got for the training set a PPCC of 97.7% and 99% for output 1 and 2, respectively. Meanwhile, in the validation set, the ANN classified correctly the 92.6% and 92.5% of patterns corresponding to the E x and E y classes respectively. Finally, testing the ANN with complete unknown patterns, it got a PPCC o 91.3% for the first output, and a 87.8% for the second output. Figure 7 : Left: velocity of an electron using the conditions for the case I with a random E y (continuous line) and the electron velocity using the value E y predicted by the ANN (Dashed line) with an error of ±0.5%. Right: velocity of an electron using the conditions for the case II with a random E x (continuous line) and the electron velocity using the value E x predicted by the ANN (Dashed line) with an error of ±1%.
It can be seen that for cases I and II the performance of the ANN is not good as for case III, but this is because the first cases have more classes and the error associated to the predicted electric field is less. Meanwhile, for the last case, although the PPCC is larger, the uncertainty associated to the predicted electric field target also is larger. For this reason, if is considered a larger interval for the output as a correct classification
where the output is associated to each component of the electric field depending on the case, the PPCC increase but having a larger error in the predicted electric field for cases I and II, as it can be seen in Figure 7 . The performance of the ANN taking this consideration is shown in the A sample of an electron velocity constructed using the electric field component predicted by the ANN for case III is shown in Figures 8 and 9 . In these Figures we can see that sometimes the predicted velocities are accurate (Figure 8 ), but due the error of ±5% in the 11 Figure 9 : Velocities of an electron using the conditions for the case III with a random E x and E y (continuous lines) and the electron velocities using the values E x and E y predicted by the ANN (Dashed lines) with low accuracy.
predicted electric field, it can happen that the predicted velocity differs from the real even when it was classified correctly ( Figure 9 ).
Final remarks
The developed ANN classify numerical signals corresponding to BO in three situations depending on the electric field involved.
In the first case, the trained ANN classify signals corresponding to a BO where E y ∈ [−π/(4 √ 3), π/(4 √ 3)] and E x = 0 for a initial momentum k 0 constant. An 84.6% of the signals are classified correctly within an error of ±0.5% for the predicted E y . When is considered an error of ±1%, the percentage of correct classifications rises to a 99.3%.
For the second case, the trained ANN classify signals corresponding to a BO where E x ∈ [−π/(4 √ 3), π/(4 √ 3)] and E y = 0 with an initial momentum constant. A 82.6% of the signals are classified correctly with an error of ±0.5% for the predicted E x . When is considered an error of ±1%, the percentage of correct classifications rises to a 94.6%. In the last case, the trained ANN classify signals corresponding to a BO where both components of the electric field are between the interval [−π/(4 √ 3), π/(4 √ 3)] for a fixed initial momentum k 0 . The ANN classify correctly 91.3% the component E x of the signals with an error of ±5%, meanwhile the component E y is classified correctly 87.8% also with an error of ±5%.
As a natural extension of the work, we are considering the influence of strain in graphene on Bloch Oscillations from the Artificial Neural Networks perspective as a guide to look for experimental observables. Results will be reported elsewhere.
